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As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, this month’s new products, and details on our 
May 2017 promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

It’s been a fairly quiet month. We put out some stock art 
and a few small gaming products. Mostly, we’ve been work-
ing on bigger projects to be released in the months to come.

Newsletter
You may have received this newsletter 
because you have set your OneBookShelf 
account settings to allow emails from pub-
lishers. If you do not wish to do so, you must 
change this setting in your account.

Misfit Studios in Print

Misfit Studios offers a variety of top quality print prod-
ucts through Lulu. You can also download our most recent 
catalog of print products here.

Misfit Studios' New 
Releases -- Game 
Products

Here is what Misfit Studios released in 
April of 2017.

http://www.misfit-studios.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Misfit-Studios/41768560942
https://twitter.com/StevenTrustrum
https://plus.google.com/communities/117116792335504371373
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/Misfit-Studios-Print-Catalog.pdf
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Monster Brief: Demons for Savage Worlds

Stock #: MIS7051

This product presents a variety of demonic foes to pitch against your heroes. With-
in, you will find:

The Executioner Demon, a naturally armored opponent with blades instead of fore-
arms and hands. They are deadly combatants and tenacious foes.

What could be more terrifying than a Hellwyrm, a dragon native to the demonic realm?

The Low One demon, a tentacled blob, is born of the lowest form of damned souls. 
Near mindless, these creatures just want to eat everything in sight, including your 
character.

The Mistress of Pain uses her barbed chains to torture and interrogate prisoners on 
behalf of her masters. Her love of pain also makes her a difficult fight.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Armored Hobgoblin

Stock #: MIS9356

Eric Lofgren SignatureThis stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a fired-up Armored 
Hobgoblin spoiling for a fight. This warrior’s armor seems to be as much a weapon as a 
means of protection, so fair warning to anyone looking to stand in his way.

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Dimensions are 4.5 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Horror in the Doorway 

Stock #: MIS9357

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Horror in the Doorway, looking to get 
into the room. Just what sort of foul thing lurks in the dark beyond the fragile safety of 
a simple, wood door?

The image is 10 x 6.5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/209585?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/209453?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/209869?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/209453?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/209585?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/209869?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Earl Geier Presents: 
Feathered Doom 

Stock #: MIS93580047
This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts the Feathered Doom. Is 

this a single, monstrous entity or just one of a species of horrific crea-
tures given flight?

The image is 7 x 4.5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along 
with an EPS vector version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Jason Moser Presents: Listen to the Music 

Stock #: MIS9359

This stock art image by Jason Moser portrays a number of 
musician silhouettes and instruments in dynamic poses that 
should convince anyone to Listen to the Music. Presented at 
14 x 10” dimensions.

This colour purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF ver-
sion, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Click on the above advertisement to go directly to our print storefront

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/209871?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/210080?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/209871?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/210080?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Prestigious Paths: Sin Hunter 

Stock #: MIS0049

Each release for Prestigious Paths for the Pathfinder RPG presents a single, new 
prestige class for your Pathfinder RPG game. Each release presents the basic prestige 
class information you would expect, and likely some other, related content, too.

The Sin Hunter is someone who has encountered the Deepest Dark -- the sort 
of evil that exists on the other side of sanity -- and survived. In their survival, they 
have been called by a god to rid the world of sin, no matter the cost. They are now 
able to track others by the sin in their souls, as well as reflect it back inwards upon 
a subject to render them vulnerable. They can even feed upon the darkness within a 
slain sinner to make themselves temporarily stronger. But they are unforgiving and 
brutal, make no mistake.

Also includes 1 new feat and 1 new spell suitable to the Sin Hunter and similar 
characters.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF) 

Eric Lofgren Presents: Light Swordsman

Stock #: MIS9360
This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts an unarmored Light Swordsman with 

blade drawn and in ready stance. What manner of foe is he readied to face? Is he a brave 
warrior preparing to engage in battle or a bold brigand threatening those who would 
resist his claim to their property?

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Dimensions are 3 x 5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Creature Feature: Mummy Templates

Stock #: MIS7052

Each Creature Feature presents acid-covered predator that stalks sewers and oth-
er places of refuse. Their touch can dissolve weapons, equipment, and armor; and 
they can spew forth corrosive slime.

Creature Feature Mummy Templatespresents both types of mummy -- guardian 
and mummy lord -- presented as templates that can be added to most other creature 
types. Why should all your mummies be the same when they can differ by creature 
type, race, profession, experience, and the like?

Each mummy template also comes with an example creature build: the half-folk 
guardian mummy and mummy lord dwarven priest of war, respectively.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/210010?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/210144?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/210589?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/210010?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/210144?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/210589?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Promotions

This month, our  Spellweaver PFRPG Edition sourcebook is available at 50% off Buy 
It Now.

Alternate Newsletter Access

Visit the Freebies section of our website to access previous newsletter PDFs.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.

http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=9712adeec3&affiliate_id=34429&src=April2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=9712adeec3&affiliate_id=34429&src=April2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=9712adeec3&affiliate_id=34429&src=April2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=9712adeec3&affiliate_id=34429&src=April2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads-freebies/
http://www.misfit-studios.com

